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By Ian Bremmer

Penguin LCC US, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. If you
think the populist uprising against globalism has peaked, Ian Bremmer has news for you. Those
who championed globalization once promised a world of winners, one in which free trade would
lift all the world s boats, and extremes of left and right would give way to universally embraced
liberal values. The past few years have shattered this fantasy, as those who ve paid the price for
globalism s gains have turned to populist and nationalist politicians to express fury at the political,
media, and corporate elites they blame for their losses. The United States elected an anti-
immigration, protectionist president who promised to put America first and turned a cold eye on
alliances and treaties. Across Europe, anti-establishment political parties made gains not seen in
decades. The United Kingdom voted to leave the European Union. And as Ian Bremmer shows in
this eye-opening book, populism is still spreading. Globalism creates plenty of both winners and
losers, and those who ve missed out want to set things right. They ve seen their futures made
obsolete. They hear new voices and see new faces all about them. They...
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The best pdf i ever study. We have go through and so i am confident that i will gonna study again once again down the road. You are going to like the way
the blogger compose this pdf.
-- Ma r cus Hills-- Ma r cus Hills

This book will be worth purchasing. This is for anyone who statte that there had not been a worthy of looking at. Your daily life span will likely be convert
when you total looking over this ebook.
-- Aida n Jer de DV M-- Aida n Jer de DV M
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